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It is a fast multithreaded panoramic viewer written on Code-page of OLE Automation (Automation) within OLE
package. A type of application framework is provided for executing developers manually, automatically or as a
background process in any multi-threaded application. DLL has internal high quality and fast bi-linear, tri-linear, and
many other modes (See pictures on the photo page). In simple words, SP_DLL is an advance 360 degree viewer. What
is a 360 degrees? How it works? Features: DLL allows to load directly from the disk or from a URL. It creates no
intermediate on the file system, and loading time is very short, near instant. The file with any type of format can be
loaded. Users can choose a different file format or even get the DLL from the internet. PANORAMA_360 works in
any programming languages as they are COM/COM+ based DLL. It can be used as a plugin of any application like 3D
Viewer, GIS, CAD, etc. PANORAMA_360 Description: This is fast, easy-to-use and powerful plugin for any 3D
software, especially CAD programs, web browsers and operating system based viewer that makes 3D image
panoramas. Use it to view them directly in your 3D software. PANORAMA_360 consist of a 3D DLL with C++ and
COM based interfaces. It loads/unloads images in batch files, so the software does not need to run to view them. It
supports compressed (RLE, ZIP,...) and uncompressed (JPG, BMP, PNG, GIF) images. It is portable, working on
Windows and Linux platforms (Linux is included in the zip file). It is available for Visual Basic and C++.
PhotoManager : The PhotoManager Application is a solution to take care of your photo collection. The PhotoManager
Application is a software package, which is designed to provide you with a comprehensive interface with a view of all
your photos. It allows you to easily browse and manage your photo collection. You can add, delete and edit your
photos. You can also create photo albums. Key Features : Windows Vista and Windows 7 support Multiple views Two
different user interface Windows 7 Phone and Tablet support Enhanced features PhotoPaint is a versatile, easy-to-use
photo editor. You can edit
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KEYMACRO allows you to rotate DLL of any open projects and create the new panoramas. All operations are
carried out on the mouse right button. And there is a built-in editor which allows you to add, remove or edit the
objects. Required libraries: 1.the Microsoft MultiMedia SDK 2.0 or better 3.the standard Windows libraries (C+,
C++, and the operating system) Additional information: -You can install at any time additional libraries. -All external
dependencies are automatically included in the DLL. -You can set the default display mode (bi-linear or mono) at the
beginning of the program, including in the main program. -It supports the following types of files: JPG, JPGX, BMP,
BMP2, BMP4, PNG, TIF, GEM, RAW. -It supports WMV and M4V video formats. -Note: the images with frame
rate equal to 50 fps are not supported in the preview mode. -You can modify the image in order to change the
brightness, saturation, contrast, and gamma. -You can copy the pictures of the panorama to the clipboard or save to
the disk. Note: you can install the viewer with the directory containing the library. Also, it is possible to compile the
software manually without the library. For usage instructions, please check "WIKI". Installation instructions: 1.Read
"Readme" and "WIKI". 2.Put dll in directory with the name of "panoramic_dll". 3.Set the path of the directory where
the library exists. In the Options. 4.Start application and enjoy! Usage instructions: 1.Put all panoramas into the
directory containing the library. 2.Open the program and click on "Load" button. 3.Select the directory with your
panorama file. 4.Click on "open" button. 5.Change the display mode in the "Options" menu. 6.Click "Update" button
and wait until the panorama has been finished loading. 7.Click on "Load" button and enjoy! Supported formats: -JPG
-JPGX -BMP -BMP2 -BMP4 -PNG -TIF -GEM -RAW Supported video formats: -WMV 1d6a3396d6
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Version 1.0 DLL is created for the any developers of the software. It allows to load locally located panoramas, and
from internet, using directly TCP loading. DLL has one high quality bi-linear mode for showing a panorama. It has
the small size, approximately 25 kb. DLL has industrial PE format and can be used with any programming language
under OS Windows32. This version supports the following panoramas: * Other panoramas are supported by any addons. High speed viewer for 360 degrees view. DLL is created for the any developers of the software. It allows to load
locally located panoramas, and from internet, using directly TCP loading. DLL viewer have one high quality bi-linear
mode for showing a panorama. It has the small size, approximately 25 kb. DLL has industrial PE format and can be
used with any programming language under OS Windows32. Details Description Version 1.0 DLL is created for the
any developers of the software. It allows to load locally located panoramas, and from internet, using directly TCP
loading. DLL has one high quality bi-linear mode for showing a panorama. It has the small size, approximately 25 kb.
DLL has industrial PE format and can be used with any programming language under OS Windows32. This version
supports the following panoramas: * Other panoramas are supported by any add-ons. High speed viewer for 360
degrees view. DLL is created for the any developers of the software. It allows to load locally located panoramas, and
from internet, using directly TCP loading. DLL viewer have one high quality bi-linear mode for showing a panorama.
It has the small size, approximately 25 kb. DLL has industrial PE format and can be used with any programming
language under OS Windows32. Details Version 1.0 DLL is created for the any developers of the software. It allows
to load locally located panoramas, and from internet, using directly TCP loading. DLL has one high quality bi-linear
mode for showing a panorama. It has the small size, approximately 25 kb. DLL has industrial PE format and can be
used with any programming language under OS Windows32. This version supports the following panoramas: * Other
pan

What's New in the SP_DLL?
DLL viewer provide software for viewing a panoramic photo. The viewer has the image-processing functions to make
high quality images for viewing. The DLL viewer has a format of.DLL and can run under Windows 32. It is useful in
developing the software for the 360 degrees view, both local and internet. DLL viewer is suitable for development of
the software for the viewing of panoramic photos, presentations and the like. It is a small dll, approximately 25 KB. It
has the user interface for editing panorama photos and shapes, with fast viewing. Usage: DLL viewer can be used for
viewing of any panoramic photos. It allows to view any panoramic images in a 30,000 pixels or any resolution. DLL
viewer allows to load photos from local drive or from internet using the TCP/IP protocol directly. There is a high
quality panoramic viewing mode for viewing a panorama photo. It allows to process a panorama directly from an
ordinary panoramic photo using the developer's image processing functions. The software has the support of 36-bit
color photos (24 bits per each primary colors), transparency mask, greyscale, and color palette. It is very easy to use.
DLL viewer allows to do many operations: choose the viewing mode, frames of image and size of image for viewing.
DLL viewer has one bi-linear mode for viewing panoramas. DLL viewer has the support of dynamic texture, image
perspective and image cropping. In the following screenshots we can see that the images are displayed in a high
quality bi-linear mode. ![Fully loaded image](img/panorama-2.png) ![Open image](img/panorama-3.png) ## Example
code ## Using DLL viewer You can find the code for the DLL viewer in the [source code repository]( #include
#include #include #include #include #include #include #include #include using namespace std; typedef void (__stdcall
*funcptr)(); //function prototypes
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System Requirements For SP_DLL:
Minimum: OS: OS X 10.9.5 or later CPU: Intel Core 2 Duo E6750, 2.66 GHz or AMD Athlon II x4 640 Memory: 2
GB RAM Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or AMD Radeon HD 7700 (OpenGL 2.0 and 3.0 required) DirectX:
Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Storage: 700 MB available space Resolution: 1024 x 768 Sound:
Compatible sound card Additional Notes:
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